
Wallbox Kit Pulsar Plus EV charger, 5m, 
type 2, 22kW + Cable holder + 

Powerboost Power Meter 3-phase 
65A/EM340, White

DESCRIPTION

Good things are always better in a kit! Wallbox kits are the best option to take 

home the best for each charger at the best price.

Pulsar Plus is the smallest but most powerful smart EV charger from Wallbox. 

With 5 m power supply cable and up to 22 kW of power. Connect to the 

myWallbox app via WiFi or Bluetooth to take advantage of all the smart charging 

features.

Compatible with your electric vehicle

Pulsar Plus is compatible with electric vehicles with type 2 charging plug.

Durability

Pulsar Plus, with IP54 and IK08 protection ratings, is water and dust resistant for 

safe indoor and outdoor installation.

Compact

Smaller than a toaster and lighter than a laptop

Powerful

Charging capacity up to 22 kW.

Connected

Connect Pulsar Plus to any smart device via wifi or Bluetooth and access the 

myWallbox app to control the charger with ease.

Controlled

Schedule charging sessions to take advantage of reduced off-peak rates, monitor 

charging status and enjoy many more benefits with the myWallbox app.

Integrated intelligence

Offline areas in your garage or parking spot are no longer a problem. Pulsar Plus 

incorporates Bluetooth to manage charging even if you can't connect to the 

network.

Cable holder

Holder for Wallbox charging cables, made of aluminium. Allows you to keep 

everything tidy by easily winding up the cable when charging is complete. 

Incredibly easy to install thanks to a 2-screw mounting system.

Power booster included

This pack includes a three-phase power meter to activate new Wallbox 

functionalities, such as Power Boost and Eco-Smart, to optimise the charging of 

your electric vehicle. It will detect the power consumed so as not to exceed the 

maximum power contracted in the installation and avoid tripping the automatic 

circuit breaker (causing a power outage) in the home or surprises at the end of the 

month due to over-consumption. In this way, you can control the total energy 

consumption of your household to allocate the right amount to recharge your 

electric car: the meter can increase the charging speed when there is more power 

available (for example, at night) or adjust it according to the consumption of your 
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appliances.

Also, thanks to Eco-Smart you can use the green energy generated by your solar 

panels or wind turbines at home and charge your electric vehicle in the most 

efficient and sustainable way.

Technical information

Connector: Type 2

Maximum current: 32 A, 5x10 mm² cable

DC leakage detector included: Yes

User interface: myWallbox Portal, Wallbox App

Surge category: CAT III

Storage temperature: -40°C to 70°C (-40°F to 158°F)

RCCB: External RCCB required

Rated frequency: 50 Hz / 60 Hz

Degree of protection: IP54 / IK08

Operating temperature: -25°C to 40°C (-25°F to 104°F)

Input voltage: 110 / 230 V AC ± 10% (1P) / 400 V AC ± 10% (3P)

Included features: Power Boost, Eco-Smart, Power Sharing Smart

Dimensions: 166x163x82mm

Maximum Power: 22kW

Charging Mode: Mode 3

Charger status information: Halo RGB LED, Wallbox App, myWallbox 

Portal

Cable length: 5m

Colour: White

Accessories included: Three-phase power meter 65A/EM340, Cable 

holder

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Color White
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REF. WKITPLP122W5MT2WMTR EAN: 8427542122380Recommended retail price: €1,137.90
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